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Whether it is due to over-regulation, the sheer size of our housing bureaucracy, or crony capitalism,
the mortgage marketplace is not a level playing field, especially when it comes to traditional and
reverse mortgage lending. Despite the creation of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau and
other agencies created to protect consumers in the wake of the housing crash and questionable
lending practices, problems remain.
Chief among those problems is the continuing lack of disclosure to older borrowers who cannot afford
to choose the wrong mortgage option.
A level playing field in the mortgage marketplace is a noble concept that would place each player in a
position to have an equal chance at succeeding abiding by the same set of rules. Unfortunately, such
an aspiration is highly impractical in the mortgage marketplace as loan product features and risks
vary wildly. Regardless, perhaps improved disclosure requirements should be required for traditional
mortgage lenders, brokers and loan officers, just as HECM professionals will be required to disclose
“all HECM products, features, and options that FHA insures.” Such a requirement may have
prevented an 82 year old woman with a meager income and a part-time job from being placed into a
30 year mortgage- who a short time later lost her job and is now facing foreclosure.
If the purpose of FHA’s upcoming disclosure requirements is to inform and protect older borrowers
when choosing a reverse mortgage, why wouldn’t such a protection be required for traditional
mortgage lenders? After all, seniors are a protected class with numerous regulations designed to
prevent fraud, abuse, inappropriate placement of financial products. One could easily make a case
that there is an increased risk of foreclosure for older borrowers who are placed into inappropriate
traditional mortgages, even more so than the HECM since no monthly mortgage payments are
required.
Some may argue that traditional mortgage professionals are not well suited to advise clients about
the HECM and its basic features. Such an assertion quickly becomes questionable when one
considers the fact that HECM originators were required to master many facets of general mortgage
lending practice in oder to pass their NMLS licensing exam. Likewise, traditional mortgage loan
officers should be required to study the basic eligibility requirements and features of the HECM.
Either we proceed to level the playing field of consumer disclosure for all industry segments or
continue to risk harm to mortgage borrowers young and old.
Perhaps now is the time to require the disclosure of the HECM, it’s features and eligibility
requirements for all mortgage applicants 60 and older, regardless if the lender offers the loan. The
mortgage industry wields incredible power in our government to prevent such a regulation from ever
seeing the light of day. True, but with that power comes the responsibility to act in the interest of
American consumers who rely on their advice in making one of their largest financial decisions.
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